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This work presents an integrated approach to machinery design analysis that aims at predicting
machine performance by the mean of functional simulation of standard tests and cutting
operations. This result is obtained exploiting synergistic models that take into account all the
elements/components that influence machine behaviour.

Cutting machines key-performance depend on the application that they have to tackle. In mold
and dies production, where the Material Removing Rate (MMR) is relatively low, while tool path
may be very complex, accuracy under high velocity and acceleration becomes the most
important characteristic. In such case, the factors that mainly influence the performance are:
inertial forces, friction disturbances, trajectory errors and contouring capabilities. Instead, in
heavy machining, the performance are mainly influenced by the static and dynamic machine
response under high cutting forces, that originate forces vibrations and stability problems.
If the performance limitation can not be ascribed to a particular component or subsystem,

machine design analysis has to be faced with a synergistic approach, taking into account all the
possible interactions among the various elements: structure, control, sensors and process.

The interaction between structure and control can be pointed out by the so-called mechatronic
models. The machine dynamics, in fact, depends on structural properties, control response,
sensors positioning and precision, friction. Exploiting this models, contouring tests can be
performed and control tuning can be optimized.

In order to evaluate directly machine cutting capabilities, cutting process has to be modelled

and simulated synergistically with machine mechatronic model. Actually, only 3 types of milling
processes have been considered: face milling, slot milling, edge milling. Such models aims the
prediction of workpiece surface finish, chatter occurrence, axes forces spindle torque.

Process modeling approach
1) Generality. Cutting process generates force disturbances that influence tool positioning;
tool positioning influence chip geometry and cutting forces. These are the only steady
points. Force modelling, cutting kinematics and tool-workpiece interference have to be
easily changeable\improvable.
2) Regenerative effect. In order to predict chatter occurrence, chip geometry must
consider machined surface “memory” effect.
3) Compatibility. Cutting process has to be easily connected to any machine tool
mechatronic model.
Cutting process models, implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment, can be easily
connected to any block that describes tool dyamics: they provide tool center forces receiving in
input tool center displacement.

- Force models and cutting kinematic can be easily changed.
- Regenerative effect is taken into account exploiting Simulink “Transfer delay”
block.

Forces models implemented
Constant coefficients model

Tangential force:

Ft = Ftc + Fte = K tc bh + K te b

b: width of cut

Radial force

Fr = Frc + Fre = K rc bh + K re b

h: uncut chip thickness

Kroenenberg model

Orthogonal cutting parameters:

dF t = K te ⋅ dS + K tc ⋅ h ⋅ dz
dF r = K re ⋅ dS + K rc ⋅ h ⋅ dz

Fr = bh ⋅

K te = K re = K ae = 0.0
K tc = KT ⋅ h − p
K rc = KR ⋅ KT ⋅ h

Ft = bh ⋅

−q

A proper experimental
database is required
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cos(β − α )
⋅τ
cos( β − α + φ ) ⋅ sin φ

sin(β − α )
⋅τ
cos( β − α + φ ) ⋅ sin φ

α : rake angle; v : velocity
β = β (h, α , v ) : friction angle
φ = φ (h, α , v ) : shear angle
τ = τ (h, α , v ) : shear stress

Here below some examples of milling simulation:

Model generality allows the exploration of Spindle Speed Variation as a convenient and
promising technique to avoid chatter.

Spindle speed variation stabilization technique

displacement [mm]

Spindle speed variation can be simulated and its effect evaluated
Tool center vibration (feed direction)
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The same operation of the previous example – depth of cut: 2mm
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As design tools, synergistic mechatronic models provide the possibility to perform “what if”
analysis to identify which machine element limit cutting capability.

“What if” analysis:
which component limits cutting capability?
Cutting Process

spindle dynamics

Motors locked
Control active

Motors locked
Control active

drive reponse
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machine dynamics

“What if analysis”: possible variants

+
9 Rigid Machine + spindle dynamics: evaluation of spindle performance.
9 Flexible (FEM) Machine + spindle dynamics + motors locked: evaluation of global
structural performance
9 Machine and spindle rigid + control active: evaluation of drive controbution.
9Flexible Machine + spindle dynamics + active control: evaluation of global
performance.
9 FRF of spindle in free – free: comparison with experimental data.
9 Control parameters optimization: NC virtual tuning, alternative control strategies
investigation.
For example, we can evaluate how axes control influences process stability limit, or how
different tuning parameters affect workpiece accuracy.

Experimental tests follow the design phase, in order to validate models or to characterize the
dynamics of an existing machine. For example, machine cutting capability can be estimated via
tap testing and dedicated SW (i.e. CutPro™) and compared with the one predicted by
synergistic models.

Model tuning is particularly important for some complex critical components, like spindles,
whose behaviour is influenced by several uncertainty sources: bearings nonlinear stiffness, non
structural mass (windings, magnets), tool clamping forces, etc…

Future developments for cutting process modelling
Actually, only few simple cutting operations can be simulated: chip geometry, in fact, is defined
by 2 parameters (thickness and height). More sophisticated models are to be developed, able
to provide workpiece geometry computation also for sculptured surface machining.
- Generalize tool-workpiece interference computation. This will allow to consider
any tool geometry, sculptured surfaces and complex trajectories.
- Differential models for cutting forces. Together with the aforementioned point, they
are necessary to consider any tool geometry, sculptured surfaces and complex
trajectories.
- Workpiece geometry computation: to evaluate directly surface finish and geometrical
errors.

